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Aaron Troyer simply wants to farm like his father and grandfather before him. 
But instead he finds himself overseeing the family’s small group of guest cabins 
nestled along the banks of Pebble Creek. That also means he must work with 
the cabins’ housekeeper, Lydia Fisher. 

Lydia is the most outspoken Amish woman Aaron has ever met, and she has 
strong opinions about how the guest cabins are to be run. She also desperately 
needs this job. Though sparks fly between boss and employee at first, when the 
cabins are robbed, nothing is more important to Aaron than making sure Lydia 
is safe. 

Together they work to make the vacation property profitable, but can they find 
out the identity of the culprit before more damage is done? And is Lydia’s 
dream of a home of her own more than just a wish and a prayer? 
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• A Home for Lydia is the second book in The Pebble Creek series. 
Can you bring us up to speed on what has happened so far? 
 

• What makes Pebble Creek such an interesting place? 
 

• What kind of research went into this book and series?  
 

• Tell us more about the central characters in A Home for Lydia.  
 

• You write about some unexpected danger overtaking Lydia and 
Aaron in the book. What is it like creating these dangerous 
scenarios?  
 

• You’ve said that this story is one of old things made new and 
rebuilding. Was this inspired by a story or stories from your life? 
 

• What other major themes are highlighted in the book and why? 
 

• Lydia, is a particularly outspoken character in the book. Where 
did that character trait originate? Any real-life inspirations? 
 

• Romance seems to develop between Aaron and Lydia. Aaron, in 
particular, seems driven to show Lydia how much he cares. Has 
your husband every romanced you in a special way? 
 

• What is coming next in The Pebble Creek Amish Series? 
 

• What other writing projects are currently underway? 
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